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Reviewer’s report:

The paper presents interesting empirical findings regarding domestic violence during pregnancy. This topic is not novel, as there are other papers addressing the same phenomenon in other countries and in Ethiopia as well. Therefore, this study contributes with some more details about this thematic field, without presenting ground-breaking information or a new approach on the situation.

Despite the fact that the paper presents an interesting panorama of the situation, several aspects must be addressed so that the paper has an adequate standard for publication. The main aspects that must be dealt with are related to the grammar and quality of writing, and some missing information that should be present for a better understanding of the study.

The points that follow are just a few examples of the general review I suggest:

* Grammar, style and spelling
  o No short forms in abstract ("it's the violation")
  o The paper has several typos: such as "176-kilo meter away" and extra spaces throughout the entire text.
  o This sentence requires a structural change to make sense: "It's the violation of human right and associated with numerous adverse outcomes for mothers and the offspring"
  o "Husband's alcohol consumption" - husband without capital letter
  o "husband history of arrest" - husband's
  o Rephrase: "The findings suggest screening for domestic violence among pregnant women visiting antenatal care clinic and appropriate intervention, and it's also better to integrate health education program on domestic with a maternal health program"
Rephrase: "Domestic violence (DV) in this study defined as physical, sexual, psychological or emotional violence that are inflicted on a pregnant woman by a family member"

No parenthesis inside other parenthesis: (i.e. former partner))

"They are also associated with" - if this "they" refers to DV it should be "it"

Spelling mistakes: "They are also associated with series adverse health outcome for the affected women as well as their offspring's" - outcomes in plural, offspring should be singular.

"Oromia regional state of health bureau" requires capital letters

The word "means" is repeated in the section Data Analysis

"specialized hospital and UOG were approved" --- delete "were"

* Content

If the main occupation that was found to be significantly associated with domestic violence is farmer, that should be stressed in the results of the abstract (since no other occupation was associated)

This is crucial for the literature review:

This required further examination or deception - "Additionally, we measured the DV by asking the participants the structured questionnaire which was used in previous studies in Ethiopia"

The paper is intrinsically descriptive, and addresses two aspects (prevalence and associated factors) of DV. However, remarks must be made regarding the interpretation of the analysis. Otherwise the empirical findings must be interested in a culpabilisation of women, of poor population. This does not mean that the entire analysis should be changed, but that some discussions could be added according to the literature review.

It would be relevant to specify how the participating women were actually contacted and the ethical aspects considered in the study, as it deals with sensitive information and experiences. Was there any advice offered to the participating women who reported DV?
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